The Office of Grants and Contracts Administration (OGCA) presents:

How to Deconstruct a Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA)

Wednesday, February 10, 2016
2:15 pm – 3:15 pm
O’Neill Building, Room 201
(Vera Alexander classroom)

Overview:
A Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is a publically available document that a sponsor uses to declare its intentions to award discretionary grants or cooperative agreements, usually as a result of a competition for funds. FOAs may also be known as Program Announcements (PA), Requests for Applications (RFA), Notices of Funding Availability (NFA), Solicitations, or other names depending on the agency and type of program. This session will review “standard” sections and proposal elements required by almost every FOA, regardless of project size.

Learning Objectives:
- To understand the standard sections and document specifications of an FOA
- To understand agency-specific formats of FOAs
- To identify key information and requirements of the FOA
- To identify the UAF institutional requirements for submission

Audience:
Faculty, staff, and students